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Everyone has a story
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Post Bellum is a non-proﬁt organization which has worked
since 2001 on the largest online memory collection in
Europe – Memory of Nations.
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We chart stories ranging from RAF pilots, Dukla and
Dunkirk survivors, Holocaust survivors and political
prisoners to members of the Communist Party, the Secret
Police and People’s Militias. We share their testimonies
in documentary ﬁlms, media and books. We engage with
students, giving recognition to people who have resisted
totalitarian power. We strive to understand the past
through authentic testimony and to explain the roots of
Nazism and Communism.

Documenting

We have created the largest online testimony
collection in Europe. For over ﬁfteen years we have
documented the stories of war veterans, Holocaust
survivors, political prisoners, as well as members
of the Communist Party, the Secret Police and
the People’s Militias. We tell their stories through
documentary ﬁlms, media and books. We engage
with students and honour those who fought back
against totalitarian power.

7,311 witnesses
54,873 photos

Memory of Nations
The Memory of Nations collection contains over 7,000 testimonies. It originated
spontaneously. As a group of former schoolmates, then working as journalists, lawyers
and historians, we decided in 2001 to listen to members of older generations. Soon
we realised that the stories we were listening to did not only belong to us, and that the
testimonies recorded should be retold and made available to the general public in their
entire, original form. This is how the open online database came into being, and our
activities soon expanded.

A W A R D S
Kristalova lupa – Czech Internet Award 2015, ﬁrst place in the “Community Service” category
SozialMarie Award 2013 for for Socially Innovative Projects
Journalism Award 2011 for Best Civic Online Journalism

We established Post Bellum, which now employs a dozen experienced journalists and
scholars while hundreds of external workers collect testimonies outside. In recent years,
we have used a professional studio and the Eye Direct method with two cameras to record
testimonies. The year 2017 saw our biggest transformation yet, as regional branch oﬃces
were set up with new video studios.
The Memory of Nations collection, a joint project of Post Bellum, The Institute for the Study
of Totalitarian Regimes and Czech Radio, is freely available in several language versions
at www.memoryofnations.eu.

International Partnership
As is the case with all national histories,
our work transcends borders. We work
with with Polish, German, Ukrainian
and Slovak historians and every year
our mobile studio travels to Israel, the
United States and other countries. We
record testimonies in Central and Eastern
Europe with the support of the Visegrad
Fund. The Foundation Remembrance,
Responsibility and Future (EVZ) supports
our work in charting the stories of people
used as forced labour during WWII and
other European stories are captured
with the support of the Liechtenstein
Foundation. We also work with Florida
International University to document the
experience of Cuban dissidents.

Educating

We bring people’s personal testimonies
into primary and secondary school
classrooms. We teach students to ask
critical questions, to develop a story and to
narrate it in an attractive way. We develop
experience workshops, invite students to
the studios of Czech Radio and to our own
ﬁlm studios. We oﬀer forms of instruction
to teachers that make history accessible
in a lively and attractive manner.

61 towns
2,943 students
566 stories

Our Neighbours’ Stories
Students seek out and record the testimonies of people from
their local neighbourhoods. These stories are then retold
in the form of a radio or TV spot, photographs are digitised,
students conduct research in archives and study literature.
Their projects culminate in a ﬁnal presentation in front of
their fellow students, witnesses and parents. Our Neighbours’
Stories are among our most successful projects – the number
of participating schools doubles annually and thousands
of students and hundreds of teachers take part every year.

We Haven’t Given Up
We have alos developed a multimedia textbook that will
take students through the 20th century. It includes videos,
audio spots, historical photographs, and recordings from
the Czech Radio archive – in total, seventeen chapters
chapters worth of gripping stories in historical context.

Experience Workshops
Schools, children’s groups and companies are oﬀered the
opportunity to immerse themselves in historical events.
Participants in experience workshops play the roles of
given characters but they can freely decide how they
would have behaved. The stories are based on real events
from the war, the 1950s and the Normalisation period.

Narrating

We keep looking for new forms and
ways to make stories accessible to
younger audiences. We publish comic
books, organise ﬁlm evenings and public
discussions. Exhibitions are held, ﬁlms
and radio shows recorded. Trips for the
general public to sites of major twentieth
century events are organised. Memory
of Nations Awards are given every year
on November 17 in the National Theatre.
The ceremony is broadcast live on TV.

128 exhibitions
15 books
38 laureates of the
Memory of Nations Award
528 Stories from the
20th Century radio shows

D O C U M E N T A R Y

F I L M S

Stories from the 20th Century
Boy Scouts without the Fleur-de-lis
The Experience of Totalitarianism
The Fate of Artists in Communist Czechoslovakia
Places of Memory

Stories from the 20th Century for the radio and TV
Memory of Nations possesses thousands of hours of
audio recordings of memories and over two thousand
hours of ﬁlm footage in which witnesses tell their stories.
Since 2006 the program Stories from the 20th Century
has run each Sunday on Czech Radio and is among its
most popular shows. It has been accompanied by the
books The Cruel Century and We Didn’t Want to Live in
Communism.
A documentary series of the same name was shot for
Czech TV, focusing on life during Normalisation and
featuring interviews with secret police agents as well as
miners, members of the Communist Party, gay people and
black market currency exchangers.

Memory of Nations Awards
On November 17, the Czech national holiday, we award those who in the
decisive moments of their lives resisted totalitarian power. The ceremony
is broadcast live by Czech and Slovak TV and Czech Radio. Since 2010,
thirty-eight people have been awarded the prize. They include war
veterans, political prisoners, resistance ﬁghters, Holocaust survivors,
persecuted writers and representatives of the cultural underground,
Boy Scouts, and church members. The ceremonies are designed in an
creative fashion by ﬁlm directors such as Agnieszka Holland, Jan Sverak
and Matej Forman.

Stories from the 20th Century
Competition
The competition known as Stories from the
20th Century provides participants with
an opportunity to examine the histories of
their own families. Participants discover
and record the memories of their family
members, friends and neighbours.

Memory of Nations Sites
Memory of Nations Sites, a mobile application for both
Android and iOS, is an interactive guide that takes users
through places associated with important events of the
20th century. Each point on the map is accompanied by
a short audio memory of a particular event, historical
photographs and witness biographies. The application
includes thematic routes that guide the user along the
footsteps of the Iron Curtain people smugglers. The guide
is available online and has been published as a book.

A W A R D S
App of the Year 2013: third place (Education and Culture)
Seznam.cz Prize 2012: Best Application
Vodafone Foundation Prize 2012: Best Application Idea

Exhibitions
As part of the Heydrich Assassination exhibition, we built the stage set of
a concentration camp on Charles Square in Prague. In a similar manner
we make an eﬀort to confront spectators with stories of the 20th century
through dozens of exhibitions in the streets of Czech cities. War stories
have been displayed in a cattle freight car. We have documented the life of
Vaclav Havel, as well as stories of ethnic minorities. In 2018 we will chart
100 years of the independent republic in a unique exhibition held in the
bunkers under the former Stalin monument.

Books
True stories of women sentenced to forced
labour or of people who experienced
conﬂict with totalitarian power are
narrated in comic books entitled Forced
Labour and We Are Still at War. We’ve
also published a guide for the mobile
application Memory of Nations Sites.
The documentary series Stories from the
20th Century has also been turned into
a book entitled Normalised Lives. A dozen
other books and publications are available
online at eshop.pametnaroda.cz.

Remembrance Day
Post Bellum has become the chief promoter of the English
tradition of wearing Remembrance Day poppies in
the Czech Republic. On Remembrance Day, November 11,
we sent hundreds of volunteers into the streets with
poppies for people to attach to their clothes in memory of
the heroism of war veterans. Memory of Nations contains
the memoirs of over 800 veterans of WWII and more
recent military missions.

Run for Memory of Nations
Olympic winners, including canoeist the Vavrinec Hradilek
and snowboarder the Eva Samkova, as well as famous
artists have become patrons of the Run for Memory
of Nations, by which we remember the fate of political
prisoners, war veterans, Holocaust victims, dissidents and
all ﬁghters for freedom.

Club of the Friends of Memory of Nations
Our organisation is surrounded by a community of people
known as the Club of the Friends of Memory of Nations.
They support us ﬁnancially. Every month, each member
sends a small sum to support our activities. Thanks
to these friends, we not only have their trust, but also
regular ﬁnancial support amounting to hundreds of
thousands of crowns.

Collegium of Memory of Nations
From the very beginning, we have been supported by important people
in both the public and private sectors. Some of them are among
our founders. These include business people, priests, municipal
representatives and ordinary people who care about history and the
future development of Czech society. They meet for regular discussions
and help Post Bellum both intellectually and ﬁnancially. Members include
the philosopher and scientist Ivan M. Havel, dissident Dana Nemcova, the
Bishop of Pilsen Tomas Holub, the philosopher and theologian Jan Sokol
and a hundred others. Memory of Nations Collegiums are also established
regionally with every newly opened branch oﬃce.

We want to focus on the education of teachers and create favourable
conditions for their participation in documentary making courses.
Memory of Nations educational programs will be developed by regional
oﬃces that can approach local authorities, school principals and teachers
in a more eﬃcient way.
O U R

D R E A M S

We would like to approach all primary and secondary schools with witness testimonials.
We would like to have a branch oﬃce in every large town.
And we would like to build a Memory of Nations Institute in Prague.

We want to have Memory of Nations regional branch oﬃces in every
city of over 30,000 inhabitants. These would include teams of regional
partners who will be seeking out, documenting and narrating new
witness testimonies.
And we want to establish a Memory of Nations Institute, an institution
that would present, in a lively manner, the Czech experience of totalitarian
regimes in the 20th century. The projected Museum of Totalitarian
Regimes is inspired by successful foreign institutions, such as Topography
of Terror in Berlin and Yad Vashem in Israel. Our dream is to have
a permanent exhibition placed in a representative space in the centre
of Prague that would depict the drama of the Czech and Slovak nations
in the 20th century.
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